
THE SCARLET LETTER HESTER PRYNNES CHOICES

The Scarlet Letter Alienation can be linked to self-discovery. Explain the choices made by Hester Prynne and how they
are typical or atypical based on the.

We don't know. I felt no love, nor feigned any. Hester's strength is evident in her dealings with both her
husband and her lover. Herzog's essay dealt with the idea that Hester is both wild and passionate, as well as,
caring, conservative, and alien She could no longer borrow from the future to help her through the present. He
gave her in requital of all things else, which he had taken from me. Did you find something inaccurate,
misleading, abusive, or otherwise problematic in this essay example? If she survive, the tenderness will either
be crushed out of her, orâ€”and the outward semblance is the sameâ€”crushed so deeply into her heart that it
can never show itself more. What we know about Hester from the days prior to her punishment is that she
came from a "genteel but impoverished English family" of notable lineage. Hester Prynne, one of such people
living in the colony, is punished greatly for her sin, although she is not punished in death Despite her lonely
existence, Hester somehow finds an inner strength to defy both the townspeople and the local government.
These two have tried to conform to social norms, yet at the same tried to escape society and rise above their
struggles and the hatred they received from others. Chapter 13 This quote describes the way Hester is changed
by her experience of being outcast and publicly shamed. What makes you cringe? Strengthen your arguments
with text-based evidence and artful observations. No friend, no companion, no foot crossed the threshold of
her cottage. Hester Prynne is not the typical woman from back in the s. According to some critics, Pearl
symbolizes truth and the natural word because she is not contaminated by society in any way. The essays in
our library are intended to serve as content examples to inspire you as you write your own essay. She's a
self-sufficient single mother in one of the gloomiest most austere moments in America's history; she finds a
way to support her daughter in a time when women were just supposed to support their husbands; she uses her
innate strength to transform the meaning of her punishment; and she actually questions the insane, hypocritical
morals of her community.


